










Czechout 212000 

The 212000 issue of Merkur Revue by courtesy of Bill Dawsoii. The articles include: 

1938 30h Newspaper stamp (~ampach); Guernica c'td (Fischer); I s t  Czech Stamp from 
Vending Machine (Ustohal); 1952 Bratislava Sheet (Fritz); Jak ZaCinal Holocaust (Palkoska); 
Romanian Field Post in Brno 1945 (Ustohal & van Dooremalen); Labour Camps Post Boxes in 
the Most Region (Gebauer). 

The June issue of Stamps of Hungary No. 141 includes ,the following article: 

The Austro-Hungarian Navy in WW1 Part 1 The Adriatic Fleet (Morrell). 

Kenneth B Millar of Belfast died suddenly a few days before Christmas (1999). John Gilpin, a 
collector-friend of Kenneth Millar, has kindly written sonie personal details for us. 

"He was, as far as I know, a lifetime stamp collector who became one of the best-known philatelists and 
postal historians in N. Ireland. 

He was affectionately known to fellow collectors as 'KB' - this name was picked up from the hundreds of 
self-addressed items that circulated amongst local philatelic societies (and further afield) addressed, in 
his immaculate handwriting, to 'K B Millar'. One of the stories which KB liked to tell was how, when 
attending a philatelic exhibition in GB, he passed a few sae's to a friend to hand in for handstamping at 
the special Post Office counter and the person on duty there immediately recognised the name and 
handwriting on the Covers and demanded to meet the person for whom he had been handstamping 
items for so many years! 

KB was born in Belfast in 1925; he usually referred to the year of his birth as the year of the second 
British Empire Exhibition issue! He was a bachelor and, until the last few years, lived in the house 
where he was born. At one time he worked in the wholesale and retail pharmacy trade and latterly, until 
retirement, was employed by Queen's Uriiversity, Belfast as a porterlsecurity man. In this role he 
carried out most of his duties in the main library of Q.U.B. where he became well known to students and 
staff. The library was very convenient for KB's researches into various Corners and facets of postal 
history. 

His collecting interests were very wide-ranging, but I don't know so much about his Czechoslovak 
interests [he joined the CsPSGB on 28 February 1978 - Ed]. KB was a stalwart of the local philatelic 
societies and was a member of Belfast P.S., Portadown and District P.S. and the North of lreland P.S. 
He was appointed Chairman of the Belfast society for a period - perhaps 25 or more years ago. In his 
last year he became President of the Belfast P.S. Unfortunately, by that time, he was finding it more 
dificult to get out and about, due to declining health. 

Other societies that KB belonged to - and I don't claim to know all of them - were the British Postmark 
Society, the Postal Mechanisation Study Circle, the Scandinavian Study Circle, the Meter Stamp 
Society and the Pre-cancel Stamp Society of GB. His name appears in most of the journals of these 
societies - not usually as the author of a long article but, more likely, as the reporter of a new 'find' or of 
something that added to the information already published about a particular subject. In similar vein, his 
name appears in the Postal History Arinuals of James Mackay. 

For me, this sharing of information was one of KB's great attributes. He had a terrific memory for details 
and read widely. If a collector asked about some philatelic item that had been puzzling him, KB would 
either have the answer straight away or, failing that, would know where to find it and would, almost 
without fail, provide the information the next time they met. Kenneth B Millar was one of the last of his 
generation of collectors in the greater Belfast area. He will be long remembered by those that knew 
him. In many ways, his passing marks the end of an era." 
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MQNEY ORDERS 
Some random notes on these in the First Republic 

- John L. Whiteside FRPSL - 

lntroduction - In an article on the uses of Postage Due stamps in Czechout, 1183 & 2/83, 1 wrote quite 
a bit about use on money orders. This was largely speculative, although substantially correct. This 
article is intended to update the previous one and extend it. The fees on money orders were in two 
parts, those paid by the sender of the order on despatch and a further fee payable by the recipient of 
the order on delivery. Some information on these fees will be presented later, but unfortunately it is by 
no means complete. 

Money Order Card clippings - These are the items most often encountered by the collector. They are 
often disrnissed as parcel card clippings, but a large percentage of the items so described are actually 
from money order cards. 

I illustrate the fronts of four such clippings from 1934. These have been selected because they each 
show a boxed numeral marking at the lower left. These may best be described as the post office 
identification nuniber and on these money order cards it had to be placed in the second box from the 
right at the base. They do not appear on parcel card clippings. The box was headed "Okresni razitko" 
in Czech, or "Bezirksstempel" in German. The single figure at the top represents the area chief office, 
so 1 is Prague and 7 is Uihorod. It may be worth noting that the Austrian marks pre-1918 had a Roman 
numeral above a Latin one. Hungarian ones are a large numeral of up to four figures, usually within a 
box, sometimes with a letter after the number. 

Two other things are shown on these clippings. One is the obliterator with a series of arcs above and 
below the c.d.s., which were used at several larger oflices in addition to the example from PRAHA I 
illustrated. Another shows the money order fees. These are believed to have been in force fron~ Oct 
1925 (and possibly earlier) to I Feb 1937 at 1kC. for up to 200kC., then 0.50kC. per ZOOkC., up to a 
probable maximum of 3,000kC. In 1937 the fees were increased to I kk. for up to I OOkC., 1.50kC. for up 
to 200kC., then 0.50kC. per 200kC., up to a probable maximum of 5,000ke. Effectively, this means that 
for Sums above 1 OOkC., the fee was increased by 0.50kC. tt may be noted here that the fees for cash- 
on-delivery, or dobirka, were these money order fees plus a further 0.50kC. 

I then illustrate the backs of four clippings. The interest here is in the top box, the upper right one on the 
reverse of the card, headed "Zapis V dorubvaci kart6" in Czech, or "Bestellkarteneintragung" in 
German. 

If this box contains a postage due stamp, as the two outer clippings, the card is the only one to be 
delivered to the addressee that day and the stamp indicates the fee to be collected from the addressee 
on delivery of the order. These are 0.50kC. for up to 1 OOkC., I kC. for 101 -1,000kC. and 2kC. for 1,001 kC. 
upwards It is believed that these fees remained unchanged when the despatch fees were raised in 
1 937. 

If, as with the middle two clippings, there is no stamp and only a notation of some kind, more than one 
order was to be delivered to the addressee. Details were entered on a delivery card - dorubvaci karte, 
for all the orders to be delivered, the total amount due was calculated and due stamps for this total were 
affixed to the card, usually oii the back. 

The Delivery Cardc - The "cards" were in fact thin paper forms, with details of each money order to be 
delivered entered on the front, then the total amount to be paid out was assessed together with the total 
of the appropriate fees to be collected. Postage due stamps to this value were usually applied on the 
back of the form. This was one of the principal uses of high value postage due stamps and these are 
sometimes met wi.th on pieces cut from these forms. 

Three of these forms are illustrated. The first two are small size forms, both used in 1921, one with text 
in Czech only and one with bilingual text in Czech and German. The fees at this time, probably from I 
Aug 1920 to 31 Dec 1921, were 0.20ki;. for up to IOkC., 0.50kC. from IOki;. to 1,00OkC., I kC. from 
1,000kC. to 2,000kC. and 1.50kC. from 2,000ki;. to 3,000kC. 
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